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FT Regola Neue is a Geo-Grotesque typeface, meaning it combines 
typical aspects of both geometric and grotesque typefaces. These 
features add warmth to the typeface, while the strong form and 
grotesque detail make it harmonious for both texts and headlines. 
FT Regola Neue is the result of a research that arose from geometric 
letterforms of the 1920s and 30s, arriving in contemporary flavor of 
Neo-Grotesque typefaces. The family consists of 6 weights (Light, 
Regular, Medium, Semibold, Bold, Heavy) with corresponding italics.
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Roman use of the arch and vault and of rich marbles. Byzan-
tine architecture employed many domes—a central dome 
surmounting a square space and surrounded by many smaller 
domes and semi–domes. The Byzantine dome differs from the 
Roman in being not a perfect hemisphere, but slightly flattened 
at the top. This new type of architecture was carried over the 
entire Roman world, and even to Rome itself, but the Western 
peoples still preferred the basilica type. Most of the early 
Christian architecture of Europe followed the latter style and 
that of the baptistery, which was derived from the old Roman 
domed baths. Making use of these Roman forms of building, 
there flourished for many hundreds of years in Europe a style 
of church architecture known as Romanesque, adding to the 
Roman pier and arch, characteristics peculiar to the part of the 
country where it was used, and showing the influence of the 
Northern people, the Barbarians, who during the Middle Ages 
swept down over the land. This influence is shown chiefly by a 
rude decoration, quaint but effective; by grotesque sculptures; 
and by towers. In different parts of the country the Romanesque 
style was known by various names—in Italy, as Tuscan or Lom-
bard; in France, as Romano; in Germany, as Rhenish; in England 
and Scotland, as Norman. By the twelfth century, another style 
of architecture called Gothic began to spread over Europe. 
During the Crusades, Europeans had become acquainted with 
the pointed arch, as used by the Arabs and Saracens, in the airy, 
fragile, sometimes flimsy buildings which they constructed. The 
Gothic builders found that by use of the pointed arch in their 
plain and severe churches they could not only give greater 
stability to the vaulting, but they could perforate the great thick 
walls with arches until it was possible eventually to do away 
with most of the walls.
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of architecture was carried over the entire Roman world, 
and even to Rome itself, but the Western peoples still 
preferred the basilica type. Most of the early Christian 
architecture of Europe followed the latter style and that 
of the baptistery, which was derived from the old Ro-
man domed baths. Making use of these Roman forms of 
building, there flourished for many hundreds of years in 
Europe a style of church architecture known as Romane-
sque, adding to the Roman pier and arch, characteristics 
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the land. This influence is shown chiefly by a rude deco-
ration, quaint but effective;
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do away with most of the walls. 
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By building a series of piers to support arches 
and vaults and roof, they were able to fill in the 
entire space between the piers with windows. 
These windows were filled with lovely stained 
glass, set in a tracery of geometric forms. On the 
exterior, the walls were strengthened by buttres-
ses built against the piers. The upper walls of the 
nave were reinforced by flying buttresses, rising 
high above the aisles. Pinnacles surmounting the 
buttresses increased their weight and resistan-
ce, and emphasized their purpose and impor-
tance. The early Christians of the West made no 
outstanding contribution to the development of 
sculpture. What little was done by them took the 
form of relief carving, for the idea of sculpture in 
the round was repugnant to them because the 
idols in the heathen temples were statues. The 
Byzantine, or Eastern Christians, however, con-
tributed a geometric system of ornament and a 
splendid technique, which manifested itself in 
bas-reliefs in ivory, gold, and silver. Italian monks 
during the Middle Ages carried on the tradition 
of Roman and Byzantine sculpture in the Roma-
nesque style of bas-relief decoration which was 
often majestic and powerful, though abstract. The 
Romanesque style is never realistic. Gothic, like 
Romanesque sculpture, was entirely under the 
influence of the church. 
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ce, and emphasized their purpose and impor-
tance. The early Christians of the West made no 
outstanding contribution to the development of 
sculpture. What little was done by them took the 
form of relief carving, for the idea of sculpture in 
the round was repugnant to them because the 
idols in the heathen temples were statues. The 
Byzantine, or Eastern Christians, however, con-
tributed a geometric system of ornament and a 
splendid technique, which manifested itself in 
bas-reliefs in ivory, gold, and silver. Italian monks 
during the Middle Ages carried on the tradition 
of Roman and Byzantine sculpture in the Roma-
nesque style of bas-relief decoration which was 
often majestic and powerful, though abstract. 
The Romanesque style is never realistic. Gothic, 
like Romanesque sculpture, was entirely under 
the influence of the church. 
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The socialized recitation prevails, and special talent in the va-
rious curriculum areas is more often discovered and nurtured. 
Pupils in the junior high school should be given a continuous 
opportunity to use their knowledge of art in school enterprises 
connected with the issuing of periodicals and other publica-
tions, in advertising social functions, in staging and participa-
ting in the giving of plays and pageants, and in other activities 
too numerous to mention in this brief review. All this can be ac-
complished through the organization of art clubs. Some of the 
clubs may give their major emphasis to photography, others 
to sculpture, painting, sketching, or craft; all will be engaged 
either in making closer contacts with the interests represen-
ted by other school subjects, through cooperating with other 
departments and clubs within the school, or they will connect 
more closely with life experiences outside, through trips to art 
galleries, to the art school, to buildings that are architecturally 
beautiful, to buildings in process of erection; to monuments 
and other works of sculpture in and near the community; to the 
studios of sculptors, painters, and craftsmen; to manufacturing 
plants where beautiful things are being produced, to printing 
offices which do artistic work, and to department stores where 
products of artistic merit are offered for sale. Art clubs help 
to raise the standard of taste within the school community by 
securing speakers on art subjects, as well as gifts and loans 
of works of art, and by purchasing framed pictures for school 
decoration, as well as illustrative material for use of the club 
and of the Art Department. Clubs should also be active in 
producing work for school publications, and in arranging exhi-
bitions and social functions to which the faculty and student 
body are invited.
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social functions to which the faculty and student body are invited.
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The purpose of the book, then, is not so much 
to furnish subject matter for the curriculum as to 
indicate how subject matter is to be made use 
of in learning; to provide a point of view in art 
education and a foundation in the techniques 
employed in carrying on units of teaching in art 
that bear a definite and positive relationship to 
the curriculum as a whole. The author desires 
to acknowledge special indebtedness to Mr. R. 
J. McKinney, Director, Department of American 
Painting at the Golden Gate International Expo-
sition, for assisting in the selection of illustra-
tions; to Dr. J.L. Wheeler, Director of the Enoch 
Pratt Library of Baltimore, for the annotated bi-
bliographies at the ends of the chapters and in 
the chapter on Books on the Arts; to Mr. I. Rigby, 
Teacher of Design, Forest Park High School, Bal-
timore, for furnishing the design for the jacket 
and material relating to The New Art, included in 
the chapter on The Senior High Schools; and to 
the following persons for furnishing copy for the 
illustrations: Miss B. Boas, Professor of Art Edu-
cation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York; Mr. T. M. Dillaway, Director of Art Edu-
cation, Philadelphia; Dr. R.B. Farnum, Executive 
Vice-president, The Rhode Island School of De-
sign, Providence. 
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Teacher of Design, Forest Park High School, Bal-
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and material relating to The New Art, included in 
the chapter on The Senior High Schools; and to 
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illustrations: Miss B. Boas, Professor of Art Edu-
cation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York; Mr. T. M. Dillaway, Director of Art Edu-
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Vice-president, The Rhode Island School of De-
sign, Providence.
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What symmetry is to form, that is repetition in the art of orna-
ment, Greek art and Gothic alike have series, with repetition 
or counterchange for their ruling motive. It is not necessary 
to draw the distinction between such motive and that of the 
Japanese. The Japanese motives may be defined as unique-
ness and position. And these were not known as motives 
of decoration before the study of Japanese decoration. 
Repetition and counterchange, of course, have their place in 
Japanese ornament, as in the diaper patterns for which these 
people have so singular an invention, but here, too, uniqueness 
and position are the principal inspiration. And it is quite worth 
while, and much to the present purpose, to call attention to 
the chief peculiarity of the Japanese diaper patterns, which 
is interruption. Repetition there must necessarily be in these, 
but symmetry is avoided by an interruption which is, to the 
Western eye, at least, perpetually and freshly unexpected. 
The place of the interruptions of lines, the variation of the 
place, and the avoidance of correspondence, are precisely 
what makes Japanese design of this class inimitable. Thus, 
even in a repeating pattern, you have a curiously successful 
effect of impulse. It is as though a separate intention had been 
formed by the designer at every angle. Such renewed con-
sciousness does not make for greatness. Greatness in design 
has more peace than is found in the gentle abruptness of 
Japanese lines, in their curious brevity. It is scarcely necessary 
to say that a line, in all other schools of art, is long or short 
according to its place and purpose; but only the Japanese 
designer so contrives his patterns that the line is always short; 
and many repeating designs are entirely composed 
of this various and variously-occurring brevity, this prankish 
avoidance of the goal. 
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But as time, not silence, is the subject, or mate-
rial, of contrast in musical pauses, so it is the me-
asurement of space — that is, collocation — that 
makes the value of empty intervals. The space 
between this form and that, in a Japanese com-
position, is valuable because it is just so wide and 
no more. And this, again, is only another way of 
saying that position is the principle of this  
apparently wilful art. Moreover, the alien art of 
Japan, in its pictorial form, has helped to justify 
the more stenographic school of etching. Greatly 
transcending Japanese expression, the modern 
etcher has undoubtedly accepted moral support 
from the islands of the Japanese. The names of 
a few outstanding architects of the present and 
the past Quotations from literature that relate to 
architecture The beginnings and development 
of architecture. Thus the two artists work in ways 
dissimilar. Nevertheless the French etcher would 
never have written his signs so freely had not the 
Japanese so freely drawn his own. Furthermore 
still, the transitory and destructible material of Ja-
panese art has done as much as the multiplication 
of newspapers, and the discovery of processes, 
to reconcile the Europe-an designer — the black 
and white artist — to working for the day, the day 
of publication.
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But as time, not silence, is the subject, or material, 
of contrast in musical pauses, so it is the mea-
surement of space — that is, collocation — that 
makes the value of empty intervals. The space 
between this form and that, in a Japanese com-
position, is valuable because it is just so wide 
and no more. And this, again, is only another way 
of saying that position is the principle of this  
apparently wilful art. Moreover, the alien art of 
Japan, in its pictorial form, has helped to justify 
the more stenographic school of etching. Greatly 
transcending Japanese expression, the modern 
etcher has undoubtedly accepted moral support 
from the islands of the Japanese. The names of 
a few outstanding architects of the present and 
the past Quotations from literature that relate to 
architecture The beginnings and development 
of architecture. Thus the two artists work in ways 
dissimilar. Nevertheless the French etcher would 
never have written his signs so freely had not the 
Japanese so freely drawn his own. Furthermore 
still, the transitory and destructible material of Ja-
panese art has done as much as the multiplica-
tion of newspapers, and the discovery of proces-
ses, to reconcile the Europe-an designer — the 
black and white artist — to working for the day, 
the day of publication.
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Nor is it pictorial art, or decorative art only, that has been tou-
ched by Japanese example of Incident and the Unique. Music 
had attained the noblest form of symmetry in the eighteenth 
century, but in music, too, symmetry had since grown dull; 
and momentary music, the music of phase and of fragment, 
succeeded. The sense of symmetry is strong in a complete 
melody of symmetry in its most delicate and lively and least 
stationary form—balance; whereas the leitmotif is isolated. In 
domestic architecture Symmetry and Incident make a familiar 
antithesis—the very common place of rival methods of art. But 
the same antithesis exists in less obvious forms. The poets 
have sought “irregular ” metres. Incident hovers, in the very 
act of choosing its right place, in the most modern of modern 
portraits. In these we have, if not the Japanese suppression of 
minor emphasis, certainly the Japanese exaggeration of major 
emphasis; and with this a quickness and buoyancy. The smile, 
the figure, the drapery—not yet settled from the arranging 
touch of a hand, and showing its mark—the restless and 
unstationary foot, and the unity of impulse that has passed 
everywhere like a single breeze, all these have a life that 
greatly transcends the life of Japanese art, yet has the nimble 
touch of Japanese incident. In passing, a charming compari-
son may be made between such portraiture and the aspect 
of an aspen or other tree of light and liberal leaf; whether still 
or in motion the aspen and the free-leafed poplar have the 
alertness and expectancy of fight in all their flocks of leaves, 
while the oaks and elms are gathered in their station. All this is 
not Japanese, but from such accident is Japanese art inspired, 
with its good luck of perceptiveness. 
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music, the music of phase and of fragment, succee-
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least stationary form—balance; whereas the leitmotif 
is isolated. In domestic architecture Symmetry and 
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“irregular ” metres. Incident hovers, in the very act of 
choosing its right place, in the most modern of mo-
dern portraits. In these we have, if not the Japanese 
suppression of minor emphasis, certainly the Japanese 
exaggeration of major emphasis; and with this a quick-
ness and buoyancy.

Nor is it pictorial art, or decorative art only, that has 
been touched by Japanese example of Incident and 
the Unique. Music had attained the noblest form of 
symmetry in the eighteenth century, but in music, too, 
symmetry had since grown dull; and momentary mu-
sic, the music of phase and of fragment, succeeded.  
The sense of symmetry is strong in a complete melody 
of symmetry in its most delicate and lively and least 
stationary form—balance; whereas the leitmotif is iso-
lated. In domestic architecture Symmetry and Incident 
make a familiar antithesis—the very common place of 
rival methods of art. But the same antithesis exists in 
less obvious forms. The poets have sought “irregular ” 
metres. Incident hovers, in the very act of choosing its 
right place, in the most modern of modern portraits. 
In these we have, if not the Japanese suppression of 
minor emphasis, certainly the Japanese exaggeration 
of major emphasis; and with this a quickness and buo-
yancy. 
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The two volumes entitled Catalogue of Selected 
Color Reproductions publication of which was 
subsidized by the Carnegie Corporation of New 
York, contain information that is directly use-
ful in the selection of color prints. These books 
contain hundreds of monotone reproductions 
of paintings, all of which are representative of 
the best work of artists, past and present, throu-
ghout the world. Many of the reproductions that 
the book enables one to identify are especial-
ly suitable for school decoration. The following 
facts are given for each picture which is procu-
rable in full color: name of artist, nationality of 
artist, date, subject of painting, date of the origi-
nal, medium used by the artist, size, location of 
work, print publishers, process of reproductions, 
size, American sales price. Large colored repro-
ductions of most of the subjects catalogued can 
be procured through any art dealer. The sales 
price given in the book is generally subject to a 
discount. The pictures listed below are sugge-
sted as particularly good and might be consi-
dered first in purchasing. They are designated 
because of their appropriateness of theme, size, 
and general suitability for school decoration. 
1 Catalogue of Selected Color Reproductions, 
Raymond and Raymond, Inc., New York, Vol. Ⅰ, 
1936; Vol. Ⅱ, 1937; 2 vols., $5. 
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In his report on “Human Resources,” Watson⁹ states 
that “among the crowning achievements of a civilization are 
the triumphs of its scientists, organizers, artists, musicians, 
physicians, teachers, writers and others with exceptional 
genius. ‘Talent’ should not be limited to academic or artistic 
abilities, but should include all great social contributions. 
Productive genius in any field is dependent upon both native 
capacity and adequate opportunity for the development of 
these gifts. No comprehensive effort has thus far been made 
to discover among the children and young people of this 
country, those equipped with unusual promise. Only a few 
attempts have been made to set up special classes appro-
priate to the most talented. “The program should include: (a) 
An appraisal of tests, ratings, early achievement records and 
other bases for predicting unusual aptitude; encouragement 
of research on new techniques. (b) A review of methods 
now in use for developing and training each type of superior 
ability, (c) A study of handicaps and obstacles which now 
prevent the realization of full possibilities of superior talent, 
with a view to the kind of social planning which will remove 
these hindrances to development, (d) A follow-up study of 
persons with exceptional aptitude and training to discover 
any measures which might insure the better integration of 
special talents in the activities of society. “In addition to tho-
se who can expect to center their vocation in the exercise of 
their gifts, it should prove possible for many more to enlarge 
personal satisfactions and to give a high type of service to 
society in a vocational activities. The program for the su-
perior children should, so far as possible, function as a part 
of the general provision for better adjustment to individual 
differences, increased opportunity for schooling...

In his report on “Human Resources,” Watson⁹ states that 
“among the crowning achievements of a civilization are the 
triumphs of its scientists, organizers, artists, musicians, phy-
sicians, teachers, writers and others with exceptional genius. 
‘Talent’ should not be limited to academic or artistic abilities, 
but should include all great social contributions. Productive 
genius in any field is dependent upon both native capacity 
and adequate opportunity for the development of these 
gifts. No comprehensive effort has thus far been made to di-
scover among the children and young people of this country, 
those equipped with unusual promise. Only a few attempts 
have been made to set up special classes appropriate to the 
most talented. “The program should include: (a) An appraisal 
of tests, ratings, early achievement records and other bases 
for predicting unusual aptitude; encouragement of research 
on new techniques. (b) A review of methods now in use for 
developing and training each type of superior ability, (c) A 
study of handicaps and obstacles which now prevent the re-
alization of full possibilities of superior talent, with a view to 
the kind of social planning which will remove these hindran-
ces to development, (d) A follow-up study of persons with 
exceptional aptitude and training to discover any measures 
which might insure the better integration of special talents 
in the activities of society. “In addition to those who can 
expect to center their vocation in the exercise of their gifts, 
it should prove possible for many more to enlarge personal 
satisfactions and to give a high type of service to society in 
a vocational activities. The program for the superior children 
should, so far as possible, function as a part of the general 
provision for better adjustment to individual differences, 
increased opportunity for schooling...
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In his report on “Human Resources,” Watson⁹ states 
that “among the crowning achievements of a civili-
zation are the triumphs of its scientists, organizers, 
artists, musicians, physicians, teachers, writers and 
others with exceptional genius. ‘Talent’ should not be 
limited to academic or artistic abilities, but should 
include all great social contributions. Productive ge-
nius in any field is dependent upon both native capa-
city and adequate opportunity for the development 
of these gifts. No comprehensive effort has thus far 
been made to discover among the children and young 
people of this country, those equipped with unusual 
promise. Only a few attempts have been made to set 
up special classes appropriate to the most talented. 
“The program should include: (a) An appraisal of tests, 
ratings, early achievement records and other bases 
for predicting unusual aptitude; encouragement of 
research on new techniques. (b) A review of methods 
now in use for developing and training.

In his report on “Human Resources,” Watson⁹ states 
that “among the crowning achievements of a civili-
zation are the triumphs of its scientists, organizers, 
artists, musicians, physicians, teachers, writers and 
others with exceptional genius. ‘Talent’ should not be 
limited to academic or artistic abilities, but should 
include all great social contributions. Productive ge-
nius in any field is dependent upon both native capa-
city and adequate opportunity for the development 
of these gifts. No comprehensive effort has thus far 
been made to discover among the children and young 
people of this country, those equipped with unusual 
promise. Only a few attempts have been made to set 
up special classes appropriate to the most talented. 
“The program should include: (a) An appraisal of tests, 
ratings, early achievement records and other bases 
for predicting unusual aptitude; encouragement of 
research on new techniques. (b) A review of methods 
now in use for developing and training.
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on new techniques. (b) A review of methods now in use for developing 
and training each type of superior ability, (c) A study of handicaps 
and obstacles which now prevent the realization of full possibilities 
of superior talent, with a view to the kind of social planning which will 
remove these hindrances to development, (d) A follow-up study of 
persons with exceptional aptitude and training to discover any measu-
res which might insure the better integration of special talents in the 
activities of society. “In addition to those who can expect to center 
their vocation in the exercise of their gifts, it should prove possible 
for many more to enlarge personal satisfactions and to give a high type 
of service to society in a vocational activities. 

In his report on “Human Resources,” Watson⁹ states that “among the 
crowning achievements of a civilization are the triumphs of its scien-
tists, organizers, artists, musicians, physicians, teachers, writers and 
others with exceptional genius. ‘Talent’ should not be limited to acade-
mic or artistic abilities, but should include all great social contributions. 
Productive genius in any field is dependent upon both native capacity 
and adequate opportunity for the development of these gifts. 
No comprehensive effort has thus far been made to discover among 
the children and young people of this country, those equipped with 
unusual promise. Only a few attempts have been made to set up special 
classes appropriate to the most talented. “The program should include: 
(a) An appraisal of tests, ratings, early achievement records and other 
bases for predicting unusual aptitude; encouragement of research 
on new techniques. (b) A review of methods now in use for developing 
and training each type of superior ability, (c) A study of handicaps 
and obstacles which now prevent the realization of full possibilities of 
superior talent, with a view to the kind of social planning which will re-
move these hindrances to development, (d) A follow-up study of persons 
with exceptional aptitude and training to discover any measures which 
might insure the better integration of special talents in the activities of 
society. “In addition to those who can expect to center their vocation in 
the exercise of their gifts, it should prove possible for many more to en-
large personal satisfactions and to give a high type of service to society 
in a vocational activities. 
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Aside from the news items of particular interest 
to the archeologist, the art historian or the col-
lector, we find also advertisements appealing to 
the prospective purchaser’s discrimination, ba-
sed on a knowledge of color, line, form, design, 
in the selection of clothing, furniture, automo-
biles, and various other necessities of life. Offe-
ring merchandise in an attractive new package 
is a favorite line with copy writers. The building 
page contains articles describing the practical 
functional form of modern architecture or the 
mural decorations being painted in some pu-
blic building. The Woman's Page gives varied 
advice, how to plant the garden to make it ap-
pear attractive; how to arrange flowers harmo-
niously and pleasingly; how to make the home 
restful through proper selection of furnishings; 
how to choose accessories which harmonize 
with certain costumes; what types of dres-
ses are suitable for different figures; as well as 
beauty aids concerning the color harmonies 
underlying inoffensive make-up. Elsewhere 
we find notices and critical appraisals of the 
current exhibits at art galleries and museums; 
the itinerary for the automobile tourist through 
regions of natural beauty; the cartoon satiri-
zing the mercenary nation which permits the 
erection of unsightly billboards. 
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Aside from the news items of particular inte-
rest to the archeologist, the art historian or the 
collector, we find also advertisements appea-
ling to the prospective purchaser’s discrimina-
tion, based on a knowledge of color, line, form, 
design, in the selection of clothing, furniture, 
automobiles, and various other necessities of 
life. Offering merchandise in an attractive new 
package is a favorite line with copy writers. The 
building page contains articles describing the 
practical functional form of modern architectu-
re or the mural decorations being painted in 
some public building. The Woman's Page gives 
varied advice, how to plant the garden to make 
it appear attractive; how to arrange flowers 
harmoniously and pleasingly; how to make the 
home restful through proper selection of fur-
nishings; how to choose accessories which 
harmonize with certain costumes; what types 
of dresses are suitable for different figures; as 
well as beauty aids concerning the color har-
monies underlying inoffensive make-up. El-
sewhere we find notices and critical appraisals 
of the current exhibits at art galleries and mu-
seums; the itinerary for the automobile tourist 
through regions of natural beauty; the cartoon 
satirizing the mercenary nation which permits 
the erection of unsightly billboards.
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“At times the schools have thought,” says Haggerty,² “that 
they should make children, at least some children, artists in 
the creative sense. They have tried to teach them to make 
with their own hands beautiful things that could be placed 
in a school exhibit. For the most part the effort has gone 
awry. In the first place, the schools can scarcely afford an 
amount of time adequate for the making of a competent 
artist. Secondly, only a few pupils could participate in a 
genuinely creative program which would thus leave all 
other pupils untouched. Thirdly, the attempt at a productive 
program for the few tends to set art apart as an interest 
that most persons can neglect and creates of its devotees 
a kind of separatist cult. This effort at a creative program 
too often envisages art in a very restricted way, entirely out 
of keeping with our assumption, and it would limit school 
instruction to a narrow field of activities. “Art as the pro-
vince of a sophisticated few lies outside the pattern of our 
thinking here. Art as a cult may be a hindrance rather than 
an aid to art as a way of life, and it clearly seems to be so 
in many cases. The teacher’s art must be that of the broad 
and crowded avenues of life, the home, the factory, and the 
market place. It is this conception that must be clarified 
and dramatized in concrete ways, if art is to take its place 
in the schools as a major and vital instrument of cultural 
education.” Realizing that neither extreme change nor ex-
treme stability can be expected to furnish a solution of the 
problem, we have at last come to recognize in the existing 
unbalance a challenge to our efforts at planning; to realize 
that in order to secure and adequate solution, reason will 
need to be tempered with tradition, and fancy with the 
restraining force of reality. 

“At times the schools have thought,” says Haggerty,² “that 
they should make children, at least some children, artists in 
the creative sense. They have tried to teach them to make 
with their own hands beautiful things that could be placed 
in a school exhibit. For the most part the effort has gone 
awry. In the first place, the schools can scarcely afford an 
amount of time adequate for the making of a competent 
artist. Secondly, only a few pupils could participate in a 
genuinely creative program which would thus leave all 
other pupils untouched. Thirdly, the attempt at a productive 
program for the few tends to set art apart as an interest 
that most persons can neglect and creates of its devotees 
a kind of separatist cult. This effort at a creative program 
too often envisages art in a very restricted way, entirely 
out of keeping with our assumption, and it would limit 
school instruction to a narrow field of activities. “Art as the 
province of a sophisticated few lies outside the pattern of 
our thinking here. Art as a cult may be a hindrance rather 
than an aid to art as a way of life, and it clearly seems to 
be so in many cases. The teacher’s art must be that of the 
broad and crowded avenues of life, the home, the factory, 
and the market place. It is this conception that must be 
clarified and dramatized in concrete ways, if art is to take 
its place in the schools as a major and vital instrument of 
cultural education.” Realizing that neither extreme change 
nor extreme stability can be expected to furnish a solution 
of the problem, we have at last come to recognize in the 
existing unbalance a challenge to our efforts at planning; to 
realize that in order to secure and adequate solution, reason 
will need to be tempered with tradition, and fancy with the 
restraining force of reality. 
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“At times the schools have thought,” says Haggerty,² 
“that they should make children, at least some chil-
dren, artists in the creative sense. They have tried to 
teach them to make with their own hands beautiful 
things that could be placed in a school exhibit. For 
the most part the effort has gone awry. In the first 
place, the schools can scarcely afford an amount of 
time adequate for the making of a competent artist. 
Secondly, only a few pupils could participate in a 
genuinely creative program which would thus leave 
all other pupils untouched. Thirdly, the attempt at a 
productive program for the few tends to set art apart 
as an interest that most persons can neglect and 
creates of its devotees a kind of separatist cult. This 
effort at a creative program too often envisages art 
in a very restricted way, entirely out of keeping with 
our assumption, and it would limit school instruction 
to a narrow field of activities. 

“At times the schools have thought,” says Haggerty,² 
“that they should make children, at least some chil-
dren, artists in the creative sense. They have tried to 
teach them to make with their own hands beautiful 
things that could be placed in a school exhibit. For 
the most part the effort has gone awry. In the first 
place, the schools can scarcely afford an amount of 
time adequate for the making of a competent artist. 
Secondly, only a few pupils could participate in a 
genuinely creative program which would thus leave 
all other pupils untouched. Thirdly, the attempt at a 
productive program for the few tends to set art apart 
as an interest that most persons can neglect and 
creates of its devotees a kind of separatist cult. This 
effort at a creative program too often envisages art 
in a very restricted way, entirely out of keeping with 
our assumption, and it would limit school instruction 
to a narrow field of activities. 
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“At times the schools have thought,” says Haggerty,² “that they should 
make children, at least some children, artists in the creative sense. They 
have tried to teach them to make with their own hands beautiful things 
that could be placed in a school exhibit. For the most part the effort has 
gone awry. In the first place, the schools can scarcely afford an amount 
of time adequate for the making of a competent artist. Secondly, only 
a few pupils could participate in a genuinely creative program which 
would thus leave all other pupils untouched. Thirdly, the attempt at a 
productive program for the few tends to set art apart as an interest that 
most persons can neglect and creates of its devotees a kind of sepa-
ratist cult. This effort at a creative program too often envisages art in a 
very restricted way, entirely out of keeping with our assumption, and it 
would limit school instruction to a narrow field of activities. “Art as the 
province of a sophisticated few lies outside the pattern of our thinking 
here. Art as a cult may be a hindrance rather than an aid to art as a way 
of life, and it clearly seems to be so in many cases. The teacher’s art 
must be that of the broad and crowded avenues of life, the home, the 
factory, and the market place. It is this conception that must be clari-
fied and dramatized in concrete ways, if art is to take its place in the 
schools as a major and vital instrument of cultural education.” Realizing 
that neither extreme change nor extreme stability can be expected to 
furnish a solution of the problem, we have at last come to recognize in 
the existing unbalance a challenge to our efforts at planning; to realize 
that in order to secure and adequate solution, reason will need to be 
tempered with tradition...

“At times the schools have thought,” says Haggerty,² “that they should 
make children, at least some children, artists in the creative sense. 
They have tried to teach them to make with their own hands beautiful 
things that could be placed in a school exhibit. For the most part the 
effort has gone awry. In the first place, the schools can scarcely afford 
an amount of time adequate for the making of a competent artist. 
Secondly, only a few pupils could participate in a genuinely creative 
program which would thus leave all other pupils untouched. Thirdly, 
the attempt at a productive program for the few tends to set art apart 
as an interest that most persons can neglect and creates of its devote-
es a kind of separatist cult. This effort at a creative program too often 
envisages art in a very restricted way, entirely out of keeping with 
our assumption, and it would limit school instruction to a narrow field 
of activities. “Art as the province of a sophisticated few lies outsi-
de the pattern of our thinking here. Art as a cult may be a hindrance 
rather than an aid to art as a way of life, and it clearly seems to be so in 
many cases. The teacher’s art must be that of the broad and crowded 
avenues of life, the home, the factory, and the market place. It is this 
conception that must be clarified and dramatized in concrete ways, if 
art is to take its place in the schools as a major and vital instrument of 
cultural education.” Realizing that neither extreme change nor extre-
me stability can be expected to furnish a solution of the problem, we 
have at last come to recognize in the existing unbalance a challenge to 
our efforts at planning; to realize that in order to secure and adequate 
solution, reason will need to be tempered with tradition...
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Chief among the claims for the junior high 
school organization are that it keeps children 
in school longer, that it gives them an enriched 
educational offering, that it enables them to 
explore a greater number of fields of human 
endeavor, offering them more in the way of 
educational and vocational guidance than was 
possible under the old order, that it is more 
flexible in its curriculum schedule, that it pla-
ces pupils in a more desirable atmosphere in 
which school subjects may be taught under 
better conditions by teachers who have been 
more highly trained in the subjects that they 
offer, that the organization is more economical 
of the pupil’s time, and that it promotes socia-
lization, at the same time throwing more re-
sponsibility on the individual pupil. Junior high 
schools sometimes make provision for election 
of studies by the pupils, and in some junior high 
schools promotion is by subject. In most of 
them today pupils are generally grouped ac-
cording to ability. Pupils in the junior high scho-
ol should be given a continuous opportunity to 
use their knowledge of art in school enterpri-
ses connected with the issuing of periodicals 
and other publications, in advertising social 
functions, in staging and participating 
in the giving of plays and pageants. 
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Chief among the claims for the junior high 
school organization are that it keeps children 
in school longer, that it gives them an enriched 
educational offering, that it enables them to 
explore a greater number of fields of human 
endeavor, offering them more in the way of 
educational and vocational guidance than 
was possible under the old order, that it is 
more flexible in its curriculum schedule, that it 
places pupils in a more desirable atmosphere 
in which school subjects may be taught under 
better conditions by teachers who have been 
more highly trained in the subjects that they 
offer, that the organization is more economical 
of the pupil’s time, and that it promotes socia-
lization, at the same time throwing more re-
sponsibility on the individual pupil. Junior high 
schools sometimes make provision for election 
of studies by the pupils, and in some junior 
high schools promotion is by subject. In most 
of them today pupils are generally grouped 
according to ability. Pupils in the junior high 
school should be given a continuous oppor-
tunity to use their knowledge of art in school 
enterprises connected with the issuing of pe-
riodicals and other publications, in advertising 
social functions, in staging and participating 
in the giving of plays and pageants.  
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A Á Ă Ǎ Â Ä Ạ À Ā Ą Å Ǻ Ã Æ Ǽ B
A Aacute Abreve Acaron Acircumflex Adieresis Adotbelow Agrave Amacron Aogonek Aring Aringacute Atilde AE AEacute B

Ḃ C Ć Č Ç Ĉ Ċ D Ð Ď Ḑ Đ Ḋ Ḍ Ḏ E
Bdotaccent C Cacute Ccaron Ccedilla Ccircumflex Cdotaccent D Eth Dcaron Dcedilla Dcroat Ddotaccent Ddotbelow Dlinebelow E

É Ĕ Ě Ê Ë Ė Ẹ È Ē Ę Ẽ F Ḟ G Ğ Ǧ
Eacute Ebreve Ecaron Ecircumflex Edieresis Edotaccent Edotbelow Egrave Emacron Eogonek Etilde F Fdotaccent G Gbreve Gcircumflex

Ĝ Ģ Ġ Ḡ H Ħ Ḫ Ȟ Ĥ Ḣ Ḥ I Ĳ Í Ĭ Ǐ
Gcaron Gcommaaccent Gdotaccent Gmacron H Hbar Hbrevebelow Hcaron Hcircumflex Hdotaccent Hdotbelow I IJ Iacute Ibreve Icaron

Î Ï İ Ị Ì Ī Į Ɨ Ĩ J � K Ǩ Ķ L Ĺ
Icircumflex Idieresis Idotaccent Idotbelow Igrave Imacron Iogonek Istroke Itilde J Jcircumflex K Kcaron Kcommaaccent L Lacute

Ľ Ļ Ŀ Ḷ Ḹ Ḻ Ł M Ḿ Ṁ Ṃ N Ń Ň Ņ Ṅ
Lcaron Lcommaaccent Ldot Ldotbelow Ldotbelowmacron Llinebelow Lslash M Macute Mdotaccent Mdotbelow N Nacute Ncaron Ncommaaccent Ndotaccent

Ṇ Ǹ Ɲ Ṉ Ñ Ŋ O Ó Ŏ Ǒ Ô Ö Ȯ Ọ Ò Ő
Ndotbelow Ngrave Eng Nhookleft Nlinebelow Ntilde O Oacute Obreve Ocaron Ocircumflex Odieresis Odotaccent Odotbelow Ograve Ohungarumlaut
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Ō Ǫ Ø Ǿ Õ Œ P Ṗ Þ Q R Ŕ Ř Ŗ Ṛ Ṝ
Omacron Oogonek Oslash Oslashacute Otilde OE P Pdotaccent Thorn Q R Racute Rcaron Rcommaaccent Rdotbelow Rdotbelowmacron



Ṟ S Ś Š Ş Ŝ Ș Ṡ Ṣ ẞ Ə T Ŧ Ť Ţ Ț
Rlinebelow S Sacute Scaron Scedilla Scircumflex Scommaaccent Sdotaccent Sdotbelow Germandbls Schwa T Tbar Tcaron Tcedilla Tcommaaccent

Ṫ Ṭ Ṯ U Ú Ʉ Ŭ Ǔ Û Ü Ụ Ù Ű Ū Ų Ů
Tdotaccent Tdotbelow Tlinebelow U Uacute Ubar Ubreve Ucaron Ucircumflex Udieresis Udotbelow Ugrave Uhungarumlaut Umacron Uogonek Uring

Ũ V Ṽ W Ẃ Ŵ Ẅ Ẁ X Ẋ Y Ý Ŷ Ÿ Ỳ Ȳ
Utilde V Vtilde W Wacute Wcircumflex Wdieresis Wgrave X Xdotaccent Y Yacute Ycircumflex Ydieresis Ygrave Ymacron

Ỹ Z Ź Ž Ż Ẓ Ƶ � Ć Ń Ó Ś Ź Ĳ J Ĵ
Ytilde Z Zacute Zcaron Zdotaccent Zdotbelow Zstroke Iacute_J.loclNLD Cacute.loclPLK Nacute.loclPLK Oacute.loclPLK Sacute.loclPLK Zacute.loclPLK IJ.ss01 J.ss01 Jcircumflex.ss01

Q � � � a á ă ǎ â ä ạ à ā ą å ǻ
Q.ss02 I_J.loclNLD I_J.loclNLD.ss01 Iacute_J.loclNLD.ss01 a aacute abreve acaron acircumflex adieresis adotbelow agrave amacron aogonek aring aringacute
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ã æ ǽ b ḃ c ć č ç ĉ ċ d ð ď ḑ đ
atilde ae aeacute b bdotaccent c cacute ccaron ccedilla ccircumflex cdotaccent d eth dcaron dcedilla dcroat

ḋ ḍ ḏ e é ĕ ě ê ë ė ẹ è ē ę ẽ ə
ddotaccent ddotbelow dlinebelow e eacute ebreve ecaron ecircumflex edieresis edotaccent edotbelow egrave emacron eogonek etilde schwa

f ḟ g ğ ǧ ĝ ģ ġ ḡ h ħ ḫ ȟ ĥ ḣ ḥ
f fdotaccent g gbreve gcaron gcircumflex gcommaaccent gdotaccent gmacron h hbar hbrevebelow hcaron hcircumflex hdotaccent hdotbelow



i ı í ĭ ǐ î ï i ị ì ĳ ī į ɨ ĩ j
i idotless iacute ibreve icaron icircumflex idieresis idotaccent idotbelow igrave ij imacron iogonek istroke itilde j

ȷ � k ǩ ķ ĸ l ĺ ľ ļ ŀ ḷ ḹ ḻ ł m
jdotless jcircumflex k kcaron kcommaaccent kgreenlandic l lacute lcaron lcommaaccent ldot ldotbelow ldotbelowmacron llinebelow lslash m

ḿ ṁ ṃ n ń ŉ ň ņ ṅ ṇ ǹ ɲ ṉ ñ ŋ o
macute mdotaccent mdotbelow n nacute napostrophe ncaron ncommaaccent ndotaccent ndotbelow ngrave eng nhookleft nlinebelow ntilde o

ó ŏ ǒ ô ö ȯ ọ ò ő ō ǫ ø ǿ õ œ p
oacute obreve ocaron ocircumflex odieresis odotaccent odotbelow ograve ohungarumlaut omacron oogonek oslash oslashacute otilde oe p
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ṗ þ q r ŕ ř ŗ ṛ ṝ ṟ s ś š ş ŝ ș
pdotaccent thorn q r racute rcaron rcommaaccent rdotbelow rdotbelowmacron rlinebelow s sacute scaron scedilla scircumflex scommaaccent

ṡ ṣ ß ſ t ŧ ť ţ ț ẗ ṫ ṭ ṯ u ú ʉ
sdotaccent sdotbelow germandbls longs t tbar tcaron tcedilla tcommaaccent tdieresis tdotaccent tdotbelow tlinebelow u uacute ubar

ŭ ǔ û ü ụ ù ű ū ų ů ũ v ṽ w ẃ ŵ
ubreve ucaron ucircumflex udieresis udotbelow ugrave uhungarumlaut umacron uogonek uring utilde v vtilde w wacute wcircumflex

ẅ ẁ x ẋ y ý ŷ ÿ ỳ ȳ ỹ z ź ž ż ẓ
wdieresis wgrave x xdotaccent y yacute ycircumflex ydieresis ygrave ymacron ytilde z zacute zcaron zdotaccent zdotbelow



ƶ ẞ � ć ń ó ś ź a á ă ǎ â ä ạ à
zstroke germandbls.calt iacute_j.loclNLD cacute.loclPLK nacute.loclPLK oacute.loclPLK sacute.loclPLK zacute.loclPLK a.ss03 aacute.ss03 abreve.ss03 acaron.ss03 acircumflex.ss03 adieresis.ss03 adotbelow.ss03 agrave.ss03

ā ą å ǻ ã ff ffi ffl ft fi fl tt � a b c
amacron.ss03 aogonek.ss03 aring.ss03 aringacute.ss03 atilde.ss03 f_f f_f_i f_f_l f_t fi fl t_t i_j.loclNLD a.subs b.subs c.subs

d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s
d.subs e.subs f.subs g.subs h.subs i.subs j.subs k.subs l.subs m.subs n.subs o.subs p.subs q.subs r.subs s.subs
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t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h i
t.subs u.subs v.subs w.subs x.subs y.subs z.subs a.sups b.sups c.sups d.sups e.sups f.sups g.sups h.sups i.sups

j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y
j.sups k.sups l.sups m.sups n.sups o.sups p.sups q.sups r.sups s.sups t.sups u.sups v.sups w.sups x.sups y.sups

z a a ª º ª Δ Ω μ π
z.sups a.subs.ss03 a.sups.ss03 ordfeminine ordmasculine a.sups.ss03 Delta Omega mu pi

ⅰ ⅱ ⅲ ⅳ ⅴ ⅵ ⅶ ⅷ ⅸ ⅹ ⅺ ⅻ ⅼ ⅽ ⅾ ⅿ
one-roman two-roman three-roman four-roman five-roman six-roman seven-roman eight-roman nine-roman ten-roman eleven-roman twelve-roman fifty-roman hundred-roman fivehundred-roman onethousand-roman

 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ⅰ �
One-roman Two-roman Three-roman Four-roman Five-roman Six-roman Seven-roman Eight-roman Nine-roman Ten-roman Eleven-roman Twelve-roman Fifty-roman Hundred-roman Fivehundred-roman Thousand-roman
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zero one two three four five six seven eight nine zero.zero zero.blackCircled one.blackCircled two.blackCircled three.blackCircled four.blackCircled

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
five.blackCircled six.blackCircled seven.blackCircled eight.blackCircled nine.blackCircled zero.blackSquared one.blackSquared two.blackSquared three.blackSquared four.blackSquared five.blackSquared six.blackSquared seven.blackSquared eight.blackSquared nine.blackSquared zero.circled
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one.circled two.circled three.circled four.circled five.circled six.circled seven.circled eight.circled nine.circled zero.squared one.squared two.squared three.squared four.squared five.squared six.squared

� � � � � � � � � � � � � �  � �
seven.squared eight.squared nine.squared zero.tf one.tf two.tf three.tf four.tf five.tf six.tf seven.tf eight.tf nine.tf zero.zero.tf zero.dnom one.dnom

� 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ₀ ₁ ₂ ₃ ₄ ₅ ₆ ₇
two.dnom three.dnom four.dnom five.dnom six.dnom seven.dnom eight.dnom nine.dnom zeroinferior oneinferior twoinferior threeinferior fourinferior fiveinferior sixinferior seveninferior
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₈ ₉ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ⁰ ¹ ² ³
eightinferior nineinferior zero.numr one.numr two.numr three.numr four.numr five.numr six.numr seven.numr eight.numr nine.numr zerosuperior onesuperior twosuperior threesuperior

⁴ ⁵ ⁶ ⁷ ⁸ ⁹ ⁄ ½ ¼ ¾ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞
foursuperior fivesuperior sixsuperior sevensuperior eightsuperior ninesuperior fraction onehalf onequarter threequarters oneeighth threeeighths fiveeighths seveneighths
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period comma colon semicolon ellipsis exclam exclamdown question questiondown periodcentered bullet asterisk asterism exclamdouble interrobang numbersign
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numbersign.tf slash.tf backslash.tf periodcentered.loclCAT.case hyphen endash emdash hyphentwo nonbreakinghyphen underscore hyphen.case endash.case emdash.case hyphen.tf underscore.tf hyphen.tf.case

( ) { } [ ] ( ) { } [ ] ( ) { }
parenleft parenright braceleft braceright bracketleft bracketright parenleft.case parenright.case braceleft.case braceright.case bracketleft.case bracketright.case parenleft.subs parenright.subs braceleft.subs braceright.subs

[ ] ( ) { } [ ] ( ) { } [ ] ( )
bracketleft.subs bracketright.subs parenleft.sups parenright.sups braceleft.sups braceright.sups bracketleft.sups bracketright.sups parenleft.tf parenright.tf braceleft.tf braceright.tf bracketleft.tf bracketright.tf parenleft.tf.case parenright.tf.case

/ \ ⁑ ¡ ¿ · • · . , : ; … · • *
slash backslash twoasterisksvertical exclamdown.case questiondown.case periodcentered.case bullet.case periodcentered.loclCAT period.tf comma.tf colon.tf semicolon.tf ellipsis.tf periodcentered.tf bullet.tf asterisk.tf

{ } [ ] ‚ „ “ ” ‘ ’ « » ‹ › " '
braceleft.tf.case braceright.tf.case bracketleft.tf.case bracketright.tf.case quotesinglbase quotedblbase quotedblleft quotedblright quoteleft quoteright guillemetleft guillemetright guilsinglleft guilsinglright quotedbl quotesingle

℃ ℉ ℠ @ | ¦ @ § ° ′ ″ | ¦ | ¦ @
centigrade fahrenheit servicemark at.case bar.case brokenbar.case at.ss04 section.tf degree.tf minute.tf second.tf bar.tf brokenbar.tf bar.tf.case brokenbar.tf.case at.case.ss04 

« » ‹ › " ' ƒ ƒ ✓ ✕ ℀ ℁  @ & ¶
guillemetleft.case guillemetright.case guilsinglleft.case guilsinglright.case quotedbl.tf quotesingle.tf florin florin.tf checkmark multiplicationX accountof addressedtothesubject apple at ampersand paragraph

§ © ® ℗ ™ ℅ ° ′ ″ | ¦ ℓ † ‡ ℮ №
section copiright registered published trademark careof degree minute second bar brokenbar literSign dagger daggerdbl estimated numero



₿ ¢ ¤ $ € ₴ ₤ ₺ ₦ ₽ ₹ ₪ £ ₸ ₩ ¥
bitcoin cent currency dollar euro hryvnia lira.tf liraTurkish naira ruble rupeeIndian sheqel sterling tenge won yen

¥ � � � � � � $ € ₴ ₤ ₺ ₦ ₽ ₹ ₪
cent.alt dollar.alt naira.alt won.alt bitcoin.tf cent.tf currency.tf dollar.tf euro.tf hryvnia.tf lira.tf liraTurkish.tf naira.tf ruble.tf rupeeIndian.tf sheqel.tf

£ ₸ ₩ ¥ � � ⋅ + − × ÷ = ≠ > < ≥
sterling.tf tenge.tf won.tf yen.tf cent.tf.alt dollar.tf.alt dotmath.tf.case plus minus multiply divide equal notequal greater less greaterequal

≤ ± ≈ ~ ¬ ^ ∞ ∫ Ω ∆ ∏ ∑ √ ∂ µ %
lessequal plusminus approxequal asciitilde logicalnot asciicircum infinity integral Ohm increment product summation radical partialdiff micro percent

‰ ⋅ + − × ÷ = ≠ > < ≥ ≤ ± ≈ ¬ ~
perthousand dotmath.case plus.case minus.case multiply.case divide.case equal.case notequal.case greater.case less.case greaterequal.case lessequal.case plusminus.case approxequal.case logicalnot.case asciitilde.case
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~ ↑ ↗ → ↘ ↓ ↙ ← ↖ ↔ ↕ ↤ ↥ ↦ ↧ ↩
asciitilde.tf.case upArrow northEastArrow rightArrow southEastArrow downArrow southWestArrow leftArrow northWestArrow leftRightArrow upDownArrow leftFrombarArrow upFrombarArrow rightFrombarArrow downFrombarArrow leftHookArrow

% ‰ ⋅ + − × ÷ = ≠ > < ≥ ≤ ± ≈ ¬
percent.tf perthousand.tf dotmath.tf.case plus.tf.case minus.tf.case multiply.tf.case divide.tf.case equal.tf.case notequal.tf.case greater.tf.case less.tf.case greaterequal.tf.case lessequal.tf.case plusminus.tf.case approxequal.tf.case logicalnot.tf.case

⋅ + − × ÷ = ≠ > < ≥ ≤ ± ≈ ~ ¬ ^
dotmath.tf plus.tf minus.tf multiply.tf divide.tf equal.tf notequal.tf greater.tf less.tf greaterequal.tf lessequal.tf plusminus.tf approxequal.tf asciitilde.tf logicalnot.tf asciicircum.tf



● ○ ◊ ■ □ ¨ ˙ ` ´ ˝ ˆ ˇ ˘ ˚ ˜ ¯
blackCircle whiteCircle lozenge blackSquare whiteSquare dieresis dotaccent grave acute hungarumlaut circumflex caron breve ring tilde macron

↪ ↰ ↱ ↲ ↳ ↴ ↵ ⇄ ⇅ ⇆ ⇉ ⇇ ↑ ↗ → ↘
rightHookArrow upTipLeftArrow upTipRightArrow downTipLeftArrow downTipRightArrow rightCornerDownArrow carriagereturn rightOverLeftArrow lupAndDownArrow leftAndRightArrow rightDoublePairedArrow leftDoublePairedArrow lupArrow.case northEastArrow.case rightArrow.case southEastArrow.case

↓ ↙ ← ↖ ↔ ↕ ↤ ↥ ↦ ↧ ↩ ↪ ↰ ↱ ↲ ↳
downArrow.case southWestArrow.case leftArrow.case northWestArrow.case leftRightArrow.case upDownArrow.case leftFrombarArrow.case upFrombarArrow.case rightFrombarArrow.case downFrombarArrow.cas /leftHookArrow.case rightHookArrow.case upTipLeftArrow.case upTipRightArrow.case downTipLeftArrow.case downTipRightArrow.case
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¸ ˛ �
cedilla ogonek ringacute
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Case sensitive form (Parentheses) 
Case sensitive form (Punctuaction)
Case sensitive form (Symbols)
Case sensitive form (Arrows)
Case sensitive form (Math Symbols)
Case sensitive form (@)
OpenType features (Slashed zero) 
OpenType (Tabular figures)
OpenType (Fraction)
OpenType (Inferiors and Superiors)
Standard ligatures  (ff)
Standard ligatures  (fi)

○ Off ● On  

({[•std]}) ({[•STD]}) 
«¡viva!» «¡VIVA!» 
f—w|�0�1 F—W|�0�1 
terminal→ TERMINAL→ 
a+b≠a×c A+B≠A×C
@ftype @FTYPE
1.000  1.���
1��0,00₩ ����,��₩
1/� �/� �/� 1⁄� 2⁄3 3⁄4
Park(1) P1 Park(¹) P(₁)
Dayoff Dayoff
Unfinished Unfinished

Standard ligatures  (fl) 
Standard ligatures  (ffl) 
Standard ligatures  (ffi)
Discretionary Ligatures (ft)
Discretionary Ligatures (fj)
Discretionary Ligatures (ffj)
Discretionary Ligatures (German ss, SS)
Localized Forms (Turkish)
Localized Forms (Moldavian)
Localized Forms (Romanian)
Localized Forms (Dutch)
Localized Forms (Catalan) 

○ Off ● On  

Influence Influence 
Offloading Offloading
Officiality Officiality
After After 
Motto Motto
Auss Auß
AUSS AUẞ
DIYARBAKIR DİYARBAKIR
Timişoara Timișoara
Spaţiu Spaţiu
Stedelijk Stedelijk
Paral·lel Paral·lel
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Contextual alternates (Fahrenheit)
Contextual alternates (Centigrade)
Contextual alternates (Numero)
Contextual alternates (accountof)
Contextual alternates (careof)
Contextual alternates (addressedtothesubject)
Contextual alternates (circled numbers)
Contextual alternates (squared numbers)
 
○ Off ● On  

100 °F 100 ℉
��,� °C ��,� ℃
N° �000 № �000  
a/c ℀
c/o ℅
a/s ℁
( 1 )( � )( � ) �  �  �  
[ 1 ][ � ][ � ] �  �  �  

Contextual alternates (black circled numbers)
Contextual alternates (black squared numbers)
Contextual alternates (Multiply)
Contextual alternates (Arrows) 
Stilistic set 01 (Alternate J) 
Stilistic set 02 (Alternate Q) 
Stilistic set 03 (Alternate a) 
Stilistic set 04 (Alternate@) 

○ Off ● On

( -1- )( -�- )( -�- ) �  �  �  
[ -1- ][ -�- ][ -�- ] �  �  �  
10x10x�0 10×10×�0
-> <- → ←
Jelly Jelly
Question Question
Balance Balance
@formula @formula
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Stylistic Set 1 (Alternate J) ○ Off

RIJEKA 
 

Stylistic Set 2 (Alternate Q) ○ Off

QUICK 
 

Stylistic Set 3 (Alternate a) ○ Off

Balance
 

Stylistic Set 4 (Alternate @) ○ Off

@type

Stylistic Set 1 (Alternate J) ○ Off

RIJEKA 
 

Stylistic Set 2 (Alternate Q) ○ Off

QUICK 
 

Stylistic Set 3 (Alternate a) ○ Off

Balance
 

Stylistic Set 4 (Alternate @) ○ Off

@type
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formulatype.com IG: @formula.type


